QA Technologist at International Flavors & Fragrances (Greater Asia) Pte Ltd

Job Description:

- Assist Quality System Coordinator in Quality Assurance activities, customer technical queries and documentation requirements
- Coordinate all religious requirements (Halal, Kosher)
- Follow and execute plant GMP requirements (pest control, water, air, equipment swabbing)
- Provide support for internal and external audits
- Handle tariff code assignments
- Ensure all QA tasks are carried out in a timely, effective and efficient manner

Requirements:

Degree in Food Science / Engineering
Team-player with an eye for detail
Proficient in MS Excel, Word, Powerpoint

Fresh grads are welcome to apply.

Interested parties can send their CV to Mr Neo (AikChwee.Neo@IFF.com) and cc to Mx. Lin Cuixia, cuixia.lin@iff.com.